
Trojan 
PROFESSIONAL
Commercial Hybrid Planks



Ceramic matt UV coating 
Durable surface protection

Durable wear layer 
Providing protection for wear  
and tear

High quality decor film
Latest engineered rigid core 
Providing stable, waterproof   
and highly durable floor
 
Unilin locking system 
Allowing for fast and secure installation

IXPE pre-installed acoustic underlay 
Added comfort and sound reduction

Trojan PROFESSIONAL - Commercial Hybrid Planks

Trojan PROFESSIONAL commercial Hybrid planks are an innovative flooring solution. Hybrid is an 

SPC (Stone Plastic Composite) flooring that is merged with a decorative realistic film, which is then 

protected with a hard wearing ceramic coating for ultimate performance.

Combining the best available technology with cutting edge design, to form a great flooring alternative. 

The real advantages of this product are obvious in its rigid construction, waterproof core and attached 

acoustic underlay backing. Hybrid flooring is easy to clean and maintain, and for peace of mind comes 

with a 20 year wear-and-tear warranty and lifetime structural warranty.

Commercial Grade Ceramic Coating

AC4 Wear rating

100% Water Proof

5 Star Acoustic Rating

Unilin Click system

Domestic Pet Suitable

No acclimatisation necessary

Formaldehyde Free

KEY FEATURES
0.5mm

TASMANIAN OAKTechnical Details 

1530mm

230mm

PLANK SIZE: 1530mm x 230mm x 8mm *(Includes 1mm IXPE underlay)



TASMANIAN OAK SPOTTED GUMBLACKBUTT 

Our Range - Australian Decors 
Our range features Australian specie decor,  Tasmanian Oak , Spotted Gum and Blackbutt. 
These traditional decors and colour tones are both timeless and are the preferred finish of  
the majority of our customers.

Want something else?

While we have stocked the Australian décor as 
our preferred range, we have an almost endless 
choice should you require a custom floor. Typical 
variations of natural, limed or coloured Oaks are 
available.
-  Talk to us if you would like something different 
– Please note volume minimums may apply.   

SPOTTED GUM



Trojan Timbers PTY LTD
4/67 Araluen Street, 

Kedron, 4031
Queensland,  Australia

To ensure the optimum performance of your floor and full coverage of the product warranty, please adhere to all instructions 
relating to the sub-floor, installation, environment and method. For more information including warranty conditions, care 
instructions, installation advice and technical data sheets please feel free to visit our website or contact us direct.

Any samples viewed or provided are a guide to colour only and not a guarantee that all planks are the same. Trojan 
PROFESSIONAL hybrid planks have been produced with slight variations to realistically mimic the natural characteristics of 
traditional timber floors.

Please note: pictures contained in this brochure are for illustration purposes only. Print and electronic depictions of the hybrid 
may differ to the actual product colour.

www.trojantimbers.com.au
sales@trojantimbers.com.au

TASMANIAN OAK BLACKBUTTSPOTTED GUM

(07) 3861 4422 trojantimbers


